Numerically The principal tools which we shall use are the Gram-Schmidt process, with
The process, without normalization, uses 2mn multiplications and about the same number of additions.
If m > n and the process fails, then, theoretically, any unit vector orthogonal to the range of Q could be substituted for q. The corresponding numerical problem is more subtle. If the process is carried out in the presence of rounding error, it is unlikely that p would vanish exactly, but it could be quite small. The process is designed to force Q Tv' to be small relative to llvil, and indeed our error analysis will show this to be true. But even if IIQTV,II -elvil, with e small, if p is extremely small, then the normalized vector q = v'/p would satisfy only IIQTqll = eiivii/p; and the error relative to llvil could be very large. Thus, there could be a catastrophic loss of orthogonality in the computed q.
To Step 2. Choose Givens matrices Gn,n+ i, Gnil,n * ... * G1,2 so that GA G1G,2 * Gn,n + rel.
That is, choose the G1ii+ 1 (i = n, n -1, . - 
That is
IIQTell/llell < y(n/m)1/2.
We now obtain a lower bound, t-, for t**. Since r(t**) 0, we have, from the quadratic formula, For practical values of a and ,B this is roughly equivalent with 2(n + 1)e < 1.
For minimal ac (= 3-y6/2 or 3(m1/2 + 1)22y26/2) the numbers ik are increasing functions of SO, m, n and e. The i-conditions are all satisfied if, for instance, So 6 5 -1i-0, n < 103, n < m < 104 and e < 104. Also, we can choose e = n maxleiIl, so in these cases we have e < 10-4 provided maxlejI < nb0.
Although we shall not pursue the matter in detail, we wish to show how Theorem 4.1.2 can be used to obtain an upper bound for IIQTvII/IIIV! from a lower bound for lIv'/lllIvIl. Thus, assume ca, 1 and e are sufficiently small, fix 7i so that ct + 1y < c, s, k, 1, x, y, j);  value c, s, k, 1; integer k, 1, j; real c, s, In cases one and two, for n > 2 and with only one exception, the number of orthogonalization iterations was constant at two for small values of n and three for large n. The jumps from two to three iterations occurred at n = 12 and n = 38, respectively. Case three was similar except that only one iteration was used for n = 2, and the jump then occurred earlier, at n = 26. A fourth run was made restricting the number of iterations to two (one reorthogonalization). For this we had en > 100 for n >45, that is all orthonormality in the computed Qn had been lost.
In earlier runs we had set the restart parameter a equal to the basic unit 5 . From about fifty calls to the procedure orthogonalize two restarts were observed to occur. Since restarting is expensive we have thus recommended a somewhat smaller value of a, in order to give the probabalistic heuristic of Section 2 a fair chance. No restarts were observed in our experience with the code as given (a = 60/10). 
